
The Artemis Advantage 

Artemis is a boutique management consulting firm that helps companies find industry specific talent in functions such as 

Sales, Pre-Sales, Analytics, Marketing, Professional Services, and Executive Leadership. Using a consultative approach, 

Artemis helps clients focus their recruitment efforts to achieve the fastest and best results possible. Artemis maintains a 

high level of quality in the candidates brought to the table, while ensuring exceptional customer satisfaction. 

Focus 

We’re specialists who focus on 

supporting the industries and 

functions we know best. This 

specialization ensures that you 

have access to industry specific 

talent from coast to coast. 

Success 

Hundreds of hiring managers and 

companies have successfully  

partnered with us. Our dedication 

to providing a higher standard of 

recruiting results in mutually 

beneficial matches for employers 

and candidates. 

Methodology 

When your company partners with 

Artemis, you get a team. Our 

researchers, recruiters and account 

managers work collaboratively for 

the common goal, to attract talent for 

employers. Our passion is to serve. 
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Marketing Technology & Services 

 

Risk & Fraud Services 

 

SAAS & Enterprise Software 

Analytical Services 

 

Consumer & Business Data 

 

eCommerce & Payments 

*For a more detailed listing of supported industries, please refer to our website 

Supported Industries 
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  Marketing 

  Professional Services 

  Executive Leadership 

Trusted Partners 

  Sales 

  Pre-sales 

  Analytics 

Supported Functions 



Here’s what our Clients have to say. 

Our goal is to help our clients experience increased productivity, greater margins, higher sales and bigger profits. The 

pathway to this success is when strategy aligns with your greatest asset – your people.  

Artemis has helped hundreds of hiring managers release the full power and potential of their organizations by helping 

them with their executive staffing needs. Don’t just take our word for it – listen to our clients:  
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Artemis Consultants is a trusted and valuable partner to 4Cite Marketing. We rely on the Artemis    
team to find us qualified candidates and they never fail.” 

- Senior Vice President 

Your level of professionalism and commitment to providing the exact level of experienced candidates 
we need has been exceptional. I’m confident that the Artemis team will continue to support our    

growth strategy with great success.” 

- Executive Vice President 

Artemis employed an effective methodology in filling our critical hiring needs. It began with a        
thorough understanding of our preferred profile, progressed in presenting several qualified           
candidates and concluded with a successful hire. Their communications were frequent and           
informative throughout the entire engagement. They were committed to complete customer        
satisfaction and achieved it.” 

-Group Vice President 

I really appreciate the work Artemis Consultants did with this opening and your ability to quickly        
provide quality candidates. This is the third time I’ve hired someone using your organization. I’ll        
definitely use Artemis for future needs based on the great work you’ve done for my team to date.  

- SVP of Analytics 


